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Selected As A Best All Round Rentucky Commun
ity Newspaper

,FEBRUARY 16, 1954

; AT FUTURE

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County

-- WEATHER -

Fair and slightly colder tonight with low 28 to 35.
Thursday fair and milder in
the afternoon.

a

United Press

Brio,
Days*

Soon & Hoard
Aroun4
MURRAY

Ky.,

Wednesday Afternoon, February 17, 1954-

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

White

Ita bate to Change to
spring and summer Red
Goose Shoes Keep yow
youngsters in the swing
of things min light.
colorful, vans sutasf
levtoes.

Kirksey, Colts
Defeated By
Brewers, Benton

DIVORCE COURT HELD AT DYING MAN'S BEDSIDE

Howard% Haves
Is Calloway
Board Member

I

by the Dozeirk

pelunkers Reach

President Says Exchange With
Allies Will Strengthen Effort

1Officials Named
For Tournament

Invitation Is
Extended To
Open House

!Buford Harris Is

Assistant Supt,
At Clothing Plant

nchartered Area
Crystal Cave

Mr. Homer Killebrew
Aided In Remodeling
Of Clothing Plant

Home of Winifred
James Burns At
Pottertown

Concord Downs
Lynn Grove 108-62

Police Report

More People
Becoming Weight

.11 NJETY-EIGHT

dream ear does exist. It's
nety•Eight Inc 1954. And
Isis dream today at yonr Olds.
hound
sg an advanced
Long. lively,low-level design,

Efforts Made To Determine Just How Far
Government Should Go On Health Insurance

Forest Fire
Danger Over

panoramic windshield.
ith a "sports car" flair.
formaner in its new World);
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PECKVILLE Pa.. tr.
.11K-A
young bride of 11 days
ded inThe Kirksey Eagles were defeatto a coma and died Tuesday night
without ever knowing she was af- ed by the Brewers Redmen by The
flicted with the fatal blood disease score of 78 to 48 in the basketball
game played last night at Brewers.
leukemia.
JOSEFH L. MYLER
1. Relax statutory restrictions
With a 13 to 7 lead at the end of
Mrs. Marie Chulak, 21, died in
United Press Staff Correspondent against
ownership or lease of fisthe
first
quarter the Redmen went
1,1 I tiertia 1.
'es us this note the aims of her husbani. Paul,
ahead to a 21 point lead at
WASHINGTON el-President Ei- sionable material and of facilities
the
who learned of his wife s condiabout his sun Billy Joe.
half.
senhower today proposed the ex- capable of producing such matenon shortly before their marriage
Morgan, Brewers forward, ripped
change of more military and peace- rial.
"A eatneldentai marriage. Billy Joe Feb. 6 following a required blood the net
2. Permit private manufacture,
for 21 points for the game
ful
atomic information with U.S.
Utter back, formerly of Murray, test,
with Tress of Brewers nest in
allies to enlarge American military ownership, and operation of atomic
Chulak, a Pennsylvania state line
answered an ad of the Rexall
with 18 points. Stone, Kirkeffectiveness and "strengthen our reactors and related activities,
Wholesale Drug Company in Fort trooper, broke down and wept bit- sey guard,
subject to AEC safeguards and liefforts to deter aggression.'
hit the basket for 15
Worth, Texas, for a shipping clerk. terly at his wife's deathbed.
censes.
markers.
Authorities at Mid-Valley Magpi- Brewers
Mr. Eisenhower outlined in a
e got the job. His boss was Miss
3. Authorize the AEC to estab13 39 55 78
special message to the House and lish minimum safety and security
Ima Tullas. Bill worked through tal here said the girl fell into a Kirksey
7 18 33 48
Senate, a number of changes in regulations governing use and pos953. and married the boss Febru- deep coma about four hours before
Brewers (711)
the U. S. Atomic Energy Act to session of fissionable material.
ry 1. 1954. Bill is a Murray boy, she ex MI ed. Her comfit's). had
Forwards: Trees '18, Prather 2,
enable the free world to function
4. Permit the commissio-t la
ied in the wool. Hopes to make grown weaker steadily during the Morgan 21.
"as an effective defense unit'' supply licensees "special materials
AV
although she did not suffer
urray their home some day. Bill
Centers: Nelson 12, Arnett 5.
through greater knowledge of the and services needed in the initial
out to grade school in Murray, pain.
Guards: Smith 10, Norsworthy
atomic facts of this era."
stages of the new industry at
Chulak, 21. and the girl, the for- 9, Wilkins 1.
flushed High School in Aurora.
prices estimated to compensate
ad one' year college in Murray mer Marie Reber, his high school
He offered three basic propos- the governme
nt adequate for the
Kirksey (481
nd one year in Houston. Texas. sweetheart, were married in their
als:
value of the materials and ;ereForwards: Beane 6. Bibb 1,
ree years in Solomon Irlands in home town of Olyphant.
1. "Widened cooperation with our ices and
the expense to the govThey started on ii honeymoon to Doores 9.
World War II."
allies in certain atomic energy ernment
in making them availaCenters: Parker 7, Paschall 7,
New York-Paul knowing that his
matters," including greater ex- ble."
Guards: Gibbs 3, Stone 15.
If you recognize the Mystery bride had a fatal disease to which
change of tactical information with
5. Liberalize the patent proviFarms, just call the Ledger and she would soon succumb, and
friendly nations on the effects of sions of
the Atomic Energy Act
atomic weapons
Times. We would like to see how Marie uhaware of her condition.
by expanding the area in which
COURT IS HELD at bedside of a dying man in San Francisco to
The Murfay Training School
The couple got only 39 Miles
2.
many people recognize the farms.
"Improv
ed procedures for the private patents can
hear his divorce suit. He is Albert
be obtained
N. Ades, 61, wealthy importer who is in Mt. Zion
Colts were overrun by the Beaton
when Marie became ill.
hospital with only a few weeks to By... At bed.control
and
dissemination of to include the "roam-non as wen
ride, extreme left, Is Judge L L. Harris, Behind
Tndians
96
to
Ades'
57
Paul
atomie energy information" .oy de- as utilizatio
in the basketball
raised arm is Allen Mack, court reporter.
decided they should go only
It is a tough lob seernetime to recn of fissionable maIn foreground, back to camera, Is Ades attorney, Marvin
Lewis. Middle background, facing camera,
classifying **restricted data' on terials.
ognize the farms from the aerial as far as nearby Stroudraurg for game played last night on the
Is Mrs. /Top' attorney, Maurice Harband. Right, Mrs,
winner's
floor.
Gertrude Ades Ades, dying of cancer, has
atomic information which can now
the rest of the honeymoon. But his
photographs, but it can b: done.
accused ?As. Ades of trying to shoot him, and wants
the divorce to prevent her from getting
be released without endangering
wife became steadily weaker. Two
his $25,000 insurance.
Billy Joe Farris' team went into
national security•
( international Soundphoto)
The Ledger and Times hired some days later she watt brought to the an early lead to
be out on top
3. -Encouragement of broadened
dots that took pictures during Mid-Valley Hospital here.
17 to 0 at the end of the Mart
participation in the development
he war and they really knew . During Marie's illness her hus- quarter and 42 to 30 at
the horn
of peacetime uses of atomic enheir business There is a lot of band was constantly by her side. ending the first half.
ergy in the United States,' pri-He ordered newspapers and radios
it in the photiegrii-Wa
marily to permit private investbarred from her room so She could
Dale Barnett. Colts forward, WM
ment in various types of atomic
has proved to be one of the have no clue that she was soon to high scorer for the night with 15
The Fourth District Basketball
reactors and, under atomic energy
points. Meadows d Benton ripped
features that the Ledger and die.
Tournament is aehedeled to begin
Assistant Sutiserintendent 4 'be commission control releasing fisA few hones before Marie's the not for 14 Debris.
Tiles has ever run
March 1 and. continue through
sionable materials at government
17 42 13.1 95
death members of her family came Benton
arch 6, according to Fred W. Calloway Manufacturing Cernpany
is Mr. Buford Harris. Mr. Harris cost to private indettry for devel9 30 37 57
to her bedside to keep vigil with Murray Training
Faurot, tournament manager.
Chairman of the Board of Direcopment of peacetime uses.
her husband. They included her
Charlie Cliff of Troy, Tennes- came to Murray from Clarksville,
Baston
The
President's recommends- tors of the Calloway ManufacturTennesse
e
where
he
was
connectmother. Mrs. Michael Rebar. of
see
and Tot WIldon of Bandara,
Forwards: Meadows 14. Newton
ing Company is Mr. Robert Hayes
Olyphant, and her brother. Mich- 7, N Morgan 10. B.
Kentucky will be the afficials ed with the Montgomery Manufac- tions were based on the fact that of Hopkinsville.
Morgan 7.
turing
Company
.
Member
of
the
Board of Direc- with E. L. Starks of Beraan as
American
ael Reber Jr. also a stab trooper.
monopoly
of
atomli.
Mr Hayes has made a host of
Centers- Smith 10, Baker 11.
He came originally from just weapons in
tors of the Calloway Manufactur- scorekeeper. Timekee
1946 has since lisap friends here m Murray. over the
per will be
Guards• T Morgan 13. Hensley
outside Clarksville and received peered and
ing Company. which has an open R. E. Goodjicrn.
CRYSTAI. CAVE. Feb. 17, aftthat this country must past year that he has worked with
8. F Jones 9, Jackson 4. Stone 3.
house
Explorers moved into virgin terr•this Friday. is
Admission will be 50asand 75 his schooling there.
now move forward to strengths., the people of the town
Howard
and county.
He
has
had
Hayes.
about
tory in unchartered Crystal Cave
18 years ex- the entire free world in the field
Mr. Hayes is a brother of cents for the first five nights arid
Murray Training (57i
In addition to his dutIes in
today and believed from informaForwards: Cherry 9, Georin I, Robert Hayes, chairman of -the 75. cents and $1.00 for the final perience in the garment manufac- of atomic energy.
Murray, Mr. Hayes is presides!
board
tion gathered thus far that the
Dale Barnett 15. Waldrop ?.
night. Game time will be 7:00 and turing business, first joining the
Mr. Eisenhower noted that A
cave is larger than the 53 miles
8:30 each night with the exception Mason and Hughes Company in wide variety of atomic
Centers. Woods 7, E Barnett 5.
weapons
Mr. Hayes received his educaErin.
Tennesse
e.
of the last night when it will be
Guards. Gibbs 5. Herndon, Max
estimated by geologists.
now have achieved "conventional
tion at Bowling Green Business
He stayed with this company for
800 o'clock There will be no
This belief was expressed after' Helping to plan the interior Was Barnett 11. Todd 2
status in the arsenal of our armed
University, and was also connectfourteen years, then became conconsolation game.
a meteorologist in the group re- Mr. H. C. Killebrew. superintenforces." This indicated rapid deed with the Red Cap Garment
nected with the Montgomery ManOn
March
1
dent
Alm°
will
corded a wide range of temperaof the Hopkinsville Clothing
meet
velopment. Three months Igo he
Company and the Dickson Manuufacturing Company in Clarkcville.
Hazel
and
Behton
will meet MurManufacturing Company.
-variations In the cavern.'
said they had nearly achieved confacturing Company.
After bemg with that company
ray
Training.
Lynn
Grove will
Mr Killebrew, father of Branventional status-that is similer
At first the 'party thought it
for almost four years, he came to
He worked in all departments of meet Sharpe on the second night
might be neat a new entrance to don Killebrew. is a former °wrier
Murray to take the position of to ordinary weapons of war.
with
Kirksey
playing
the garment business and when
Calvert
the cavern's lower levels far which I of the plant in Hopkinsville.
The President noted that -most
assistant superintendent of the lohe left the Dickson Manufacturing City. Brewers and Murray Kish
He received his education at
Floyd Collins was searching when
of our friends among the nations'
clothing
cal
plant.
meet
on March 3 with Hardin
Company. he was a company vicehe was trapped and died in near- Lafayette, Kentucky and at the
Mr Harris is married, and he have had little opportunity to learn
The store and home of Winfred president.
playing New Concord.
Business
University in Bowling
by Sand Cave in 1925.
and
his wife make their home at about the employment of atomic
James
Bracket playoffs will be held the
burned at Pottertov•n this
weapons and under present law
Luther Miller, a farmer and Green,
.1106
Poplar street
the
At
present
time, he as vice- succeeding nights with the finals
Although his father was in the morning just after noon
this country is prohibited from
school bus driver from Oblong.
president
of
the Hayes Garment on March 6.
garment business. Mr. Killebrew
passing on tactical information esand John 'n•hrberger. LouisThe Murray Rescue Squad was Company. the Hopkinsville
All games will be played at the
chose to operate a general mt.rClothsential to .allied planning for comille. dance instructor, yesterday
called
when
ing
it
looked a; though
.Company. the
Pennyroyal Carr Health Building.
chandise stork He did this for
bined military operations and denetrated further into the cave
Realty Company, and the Hopkinstwenty years, before finally enter- other buildings might catch fire.
fense against atomic attack
han any human had ever gone.
James lived at the rear of the vale Equipment Company.
ing the garment business in Hop"Our own security will increase
store.
They found a sew rine shorter kinsville.
as our allies gain information conMr 'Hayes is married and ban
has
He
been
In
the
business
Continued their scoring in the cerning the use of and the defense
thus
°Lite to "Bogardus Waterfall," a
Mae Wayne King said that about no children. He has made his home
one hundred mark the New Con- against atomic weapons," the Presmall stream which spews from far, for thirteen years.
Three drunks arrested.
HopkInsville .until
all that could be done was to re- hi
recently,
Mr.
Killebre
w
has Iwo boys. move
'cord Redbirds won over the Lynn ident said. "Some of our allies,
Three speeders arrested
barrel-sized hole and oltr,gis some
the live wires from the when he moved to Loilisvilla
Brandon and Bob. Both sons live
One arrested for making 1.10- Grove Wildcats 108 to 62 in the in fact. are now producing fissionfeet into a lily-pad pool.
roadway. A dwelling was directly
He has made many friends in necessary noise
in lippkinsville.
Robert Hayes
basketball game in the Lynn Grove able materials or weapons, supacross the street from the store.
His experience in the clothing
Murray also, although he has made
The lily pads actually are onyx
Two arrested for making left gym.
porting effective atomic energy re- of the
but it was not damaged
Hayes
Garment Company
industry
only
aided him greatly, in the
a few short trips here.
crustations which iesembles the
Gene Mathis and Billy Joe Sines search and developing peacetime
turn on Fifth from Main.
in Hopkinsville, president of tits
remodeling of the old- Swann toiris ripped the net four 38 and 31 uses for atomic power.
ant in shape.
Hopkins Clothing Conpany. presibacco warehouse, into one of 'he
points respectively for the Red-But all of them should become dent of
the Pennyroyal Realty ComUntil yesterday "Bogardus Wid- most modern clothing plants in
bird teem. Williams of. Lynn Grove better informed in the problems of
pany, and president of the Hopen." named for Bud Bogardus. the furnith.hit the basket /or 20 smackers.
atomic warfare and, therefore, betrsaw, Ky.. who found it in 1049,
New Concord jumped into an ter prepared to meet the contin- kinsville Equipment Company.
He started in the garment busibeen seen only by six men.
early lead and were out on top gency of such warfare. In order
20 to 6 at the end of the first for the free world to be an effec- ness after his eraduation al 1929
embers of the National Speleoquarter and 51 to 22 at the half tive defense unit, it must be gear- from the University of Kentucky.
'Wive! SocietY are making the
School of Engineering. He WAR
way point.
ed to the atomic facts of this era "
es'"k-long exploration of the camp
Following is the last of three R-NJ of the
with the Red Cap Garment ComHouse Commerce insurance groups induced by fed. New Concord ... 20 51 75 106
His recommendation for domesdispatches on health insurance.
Iii an effort tor-gain scientific data
Committee has introduced a fed- eral reinsurance
Lynn Grove
6 22 39 132 tic development of atomic ...nervy pany for twenty years. working
extend
to
coverMore
and
more
people
in
Callo1 to chart the unex^plored cavin all departments
eral re-insurance bill.
New Concord (11111)
age to periions now ineligible,
was divided into five amendments
way County are becoming weight
By PAUL SOUTHWICK
el
Mr Hayes worked as a marker,
Under Wolverton's bill, the goy-. might have to boost their premium
Forwards. Kingins 31, Willough- which would'
conscious. The third weight con- United Press Staff Correspo
rag baler. in the cutting room.
ndent ernment would guarantee benefits rate. That, he said,
by,-Warren 6, Eldridge 14, Albritwoeht
Expedition leader Joe Lawrence trol class met Monday night at
put
them
WASHINGTON
stitching room, shipping depart11.13 -How
far of
acceptable health
insurance at a price disadvantage with non- ton.
Sr
Philadelphia, said the party the Health Center. Miss Marjorie should the government go
ment, and all other phases of the
to bol- groups. It also would pay all hos- reinsured competito
Centers: Mathis 36. Lamb 1.----- rs.
had abandoned plans for setting Murphy Nutrithm Consultant from ster private health
business He left the Red Cap
insurance as pital and medical bills above $1.0e0
Guards: Bailey 10. Outliple
‘
a
Henry J. kaiser, West Coast inup a proposed No 2 camp near the the State Department of Health protection against doctor and
Garment Company as a vice-presihos- a year for any single subscriber dustrialist, and other advocates
' of Farris 4, Hill 2
wi,terfall but may establiga it else- stressed the fact that we must be- pital Wile for U S familiesC
dent of the concern.
That would help those hit by chr- group practice health service
Lynn Grove (621
olans
where. if conditions warranting it ware of the "empty calories". We President Eisenhower has pro- onic illness.
FRANKFORT ea-Kentucky DivHe went in business for himForwarcb: Miller 4. Warren 3,
have requested long-term. interestdo not taltt as much exercise posed a 25-million dollar federa:
arc found.
ision of Forestry officials heaven self about four years ago in HopWolverton also would ineeerire bearing,
Morris 6.
repayabl
e
eovernme
et
during our day's work that we re-insurance plan to help private
sighs of relief as rains late yes- kinsville.
premiums paid by the subscribers. loans to help get
Centers: Rearms 17, Faker 1.
Eilliam Austin. managor of the once did. The invention of vacuum insurance
self-supportin.
,
..
expand
coverags
Mr. Hayes is married and has
to His bill would levy a lax of 2 per group practice plans going
Guards: Cdek 5, Darnell .3, Wil- terday afternoon and last night
throughcave, and James Neidner. of Jef- cleaners. machines that aperate chronically ill
dampened unsrasonal forest Sires two boys and one girl. all of
and others not now cent on grow recwas of an insurliams 20, Butterworth 3.
out
country.
the
feesontown. Ky., played a preen- with just the push of the button adequately covered.
throughout the state.
whom are in school.
ance plan Vi.finance the federaol
Wolverton has introduced 3 bill
joke on the spelunkers last are some of the devices that have
The American Medical Asaocia- reinsurance.
Before the rains, there were 55
He makes his home in Hnpkins
to
provide
federal
insuranc
e rj
made it possible for us not to tion has not taken a stand on
t.
fires covering 4.870 acres, as an ville.
If that wasn't enough. Congrers private loans
the
for
construct
ion of
LIVING IT UP
have to exert as much energy President's proposal. But Dr.
unexpected rash of fires broke out
Ed- would appropriate the difference facilities for such
ey crawled through the nar- as once WAS required. Our needs
group practice
Mr Hayes has extended an inward J McCormick. AMA presi- At that point,
over, Kentucky.
presumably, this IITORTWTTIS
passageway leading to Camp for vitamins, minerals and pro- dent,
PITTSBURG. Calif. lIP - Mrs
said he thinks private insur- plan would become
Perry County headed the affect- vitation to all the people of Murrey
a
"subsidy.
"
He also has introduced another Joanne Groves, 49, faced multiple
I. then put on dress suits as teins have remained unchanged. ance companies
can handle the The AMA objects to
ed list. with 10 fires covering 8410 and Calloway County to attend the
any subside measure to grant direct federal hit-run charges today
carried a 20-pound ham in Therefore the diminished suantiry problem "if
open house of the Calloway Manuafter she acres, as the forest fire
they are let alone.'
proposals
report be.
e hungry explorers.
of food that we can eat in this
Z.Iscorrnick said the Presidcient s E. A Van Steenwyek, chairman loans to nonprofit groups setOzig knocked down her car port, plowed gan to resemble the grim figures facturing Company on Friday beup health service programs.
through her kitchen wall, side- of
mechanized age must be rich .n program might cost
tween the hours of 9 00 rein and
last year's tinder-dry fall
-a couple of of the government relations comy, admitted to the tired and these protectiv substance
The government's ultimate role swiped a car on the highway,
e
s.
billions" in a decade "and some mittee of the
Late afternoon rains in the Haz. 3:00 pm.
Blue
cave crawlers later teat they
Cross
Commiswill n'ot be determined. however, crashed into the parked cars
The next meeting of this class private insurance companie
of arri* area brought the situation
s might sion, said he doesn't know how until Cangrese considers
unchanged after arriving at the will be March 1st. at 7- p.m, at
A complete section on this open
. ,the press two sheriffs deputies and lkd
be out of business."
der control, however, as in several
federal
reinsura
nce
would
Work:
house will be found in today's
ident's proposals in detail. That from
3Ite.
her
the Health Center.
battered
automobi
le eastern Kentucky counties
Chairman Charles A. Wolverton
He warned. however, that private will take a lot of
which
Issue of the daily -Ledger and
wearing,re3tating but a nightgown. reported
large blazes, yesterday.
Times.
_
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in December and lust both
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BLIND, ACCUSED AS BOOKIE

THE KETMICILY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO. 12114
Moraphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave. New York, 307 N. Michigan
Ave. Chicago; OG Bayston St., Boston.
1942.
L
SUBSCREF'FION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week isc. per
sanoth Mc_ In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, else
where, MIA.
Ws reserve the right to rhisel any AdverUaing. Letters to the Ed1Wr
eir PUbtle Voice hems which in at opinion are not for the best interest
se an asodera

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 17, 1954

Welcome Calloway Manufacturing Company

LOOK HERE!

BLIND Frank Spagnuolo, accused of being a bookmaker in
Glendale, Calif., demonstrates
how he uses a slate and stylus
for writing. He Is free on 11,000
bail, and must appear In Superior court Feb. 23. Sheriff's
officers said lie did a "land office business.- (IN tCrnat

HOT FLOOR

Entered at the Prost Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamissiou as
Seceed Class Matter

•

NTUCK

the big leagUes. Like other veteran pitches before him, however, he will get absolutelz•'no cooperation from unsentimental enemy hitters.
In

NEW BRITAJN, Conn. ,—Mrs.
Henry Kirk told firemen that us
she swished a mop over the kitchen floor sparks flew up and ignited the flooring. Firemen used the
mop on the floor rend also -tailed
a blaze. Fire officials explained
World Series.
Keg. .11. S. Put OD.
Those memories stay with a guy that some sort of chemical or
By JACK (1:DDY
inflammable powder was used on
tolled Press Sports Writer
and it is easy to understand why
flooring when the dwelling
NEW YORK. Feb
Newbouser ilk- anxious to remain the
was built.
tough to get baseball out of your
—
—
blood, which could be ths reason
why lanky Hal Ne,whouser--like
an endless procession of pitchers
before him—won't call it quits
until he's assuied there is positively no hope left.
The 32-year old Newhoirer, who
drew his outright release from Detroit last July after being with the
club 15 seasons, has announced he
will attempt a comeback with the
Cleveland Indians.
Other veteran pitchers who re- ,
oeived "pink slips- in the pastil

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

WATCH BAND

TRADE-IN
SALE

MUST FEEL PRETTY COCKY NOW

We will allow you up to
FOR YOUR

OLD WATCH
•••■ STRAP, CORD
OR BAND

00

The CalloWay Manufacturing Company extends an
invitation to the people of Murray and Calloway County. to an open house, in today's issue of the Ledger and
Ti mea.
The Ledger and Times, with many other businesses
here in Murray join in welcoming this manufacturing had the same idea as Newhouser, 1
coqcern to our town. We are glad that the Calloway but most of 'ern fell by the wayside
Manufacturing Company located here.
Max Lamer, cut adrift by the
We urge the people of the city and county to attend Giants, tried to make a comeback
this open house on Friday, so they can see just what with the Browns but failed. Al
Benton. cast off by Detroit. came
kind of an operation has settled• here in Murray.

. bad( for another chance with the
Red Sox but didn't gong. Tex
Hughson and Thornton Lee were
another pairs of veterans who tried
one more "go-round" after they1
were through
but found they
We are pleased that this company selected Murray as couloot quite make it
their home, because their presence nere will bring about
Some pitchers. of course, have
laboriously worked their way bask
a'better balance between industry and agriculture. Here- to the majors Johnny Lindell at
tofore, our citizens have depended on agriculture almost , the Mollies and John Het of !he
cappletely. A bad crop year meant a bad year for ev- Pirates are two current examples.
.
Spurred on by the hope that
eityone. and a good crop year
a good year for ev- they can come back, too. Joe Duderyone.
released by. the White Sox
List year, is trying for -a pitching
ft
'With more industry in our town, we are not so com- berth with the Red Sox today ..rd
pktely dependant on the whims of nature, which can Ewell BLickwell. placed on the l
volariSarily retired list la,t sum.Make a crop good or bad.
I
mer. is making the same effort
liTliere are several reasons that the Callowal- Manu- with the Yankees.
ITS CHAMPION Carrnor's Rise and Shine,• cocker spaniel, shown
But Newhouser. the , American
In Madison Square Garden. New Yofk, Just after being judged
• faettiring Company moved to Murray.
League's most valuable r•layer in
Best-in-Show at the Westminster Kennel club's 78th annual dog
11144
.1945
(
and
appears to have s
- of hese-rea.;ons is that we
show. Handler Is Ted Young. and at left, William A. Rockefeller.
One.
have the cheapest tougher job than all of Clem.
, The cocker is the apt 01 brae& to ttia the Batton-X*10w top
,
—Metric p er Tire
World. Another is the super&mot silica 1D41.
(fiderrialtsital Seessdphoto)
When Ow Miters handed him his
.* labor force eompooed of our native. citizens.
walking
papers
last
stammer
Another is a spirit of cooperation that saw the citi- I Ptince Hal was the forzo.ten mar
of the Detroit pitching staff Rezens raise $57.000 -to bring the plant here.
dueed to the role of k 'hangeron." he had worked only 21 2-3
With bur resources and spirit of cooperation,. Murray innings
up to the time of his IC.
P
is destined to prosper.
lease He owned a negt.rOble 0-1
record and his earned run avereg
We are glad to haNe the Calloway . Manufacturing
was a miserable 4.91.
Company--m- mrt midst. and
What was vrorse as far as th.
the people of Murray
Viler
, were roncerried. was the
and
Calloway
County
to
respond
to
the
invitation of this
1
rival American
League batters
company to attend their open house on Friday.
were whispering that Ne.vhouser
'doesn't have a thing left anj
more'
Newhciuser however insists now
that his once-mighty left ..rm no
1.-nger a,ls him He feels ..c.nndent
Ledger & Times Fite
he can even take a regular pitchFebruary 17, 1949
!ng turn with the Indians His optimism
House approves construction ot a $2.500,000 TVA he has stems. (ruin the fset that
been throwing the ball s
steam plant at New Johnsonville, Tenn.
month in' Florida with what he
calls excellent results
Man at Farmingham. Kam., begins third year of sleep
New bower whose pitching talents once commanded $45.000 a
after being injured in an automobile accident.
•
, season, will sign for a lot less.
Dr. and Mrk'A. H. Kopt.oerud entertain the Monthly naturally. if Cleveland finally ofCouples Bridge Club on Monday evening at their home. fers ham a contract
Oddly. the
lanky \"lefthande▪ r
Dr. Ella R. Weihing is the guest speaker at the meet- came mighty close to wearing a
ing of the Woman's Council of the First Christian Cleveland uniform back in 1943 a
season in which he won oily eight
• Church.
games and lost 1/ The Detrc.t
front office was all set si peddle
Otho White of Hazel received $48 per hundred for him to the Indians in
exchange
1.315 pounds of dark fired tohacco sold on h.- Murray for pitcher Jim Bathe when Steve
O'Neill.- then manager of -the
market yesterday.
rs. halted Me negotiations.
"Just give me a little more time
•
with Newhouser." O'Neill pleaded,
i -and I think you won't be sorry"
-•
So the Tigers cancelled the proposed deal and Prince Hal blossomed into a 29 game winger in
°BIDDEN AGED 3 to 17 salu'e the American flag In federal
court. Brooklyn, N. Y., In the first mills naturalization of lta
! 19-44 He won 25 gameti the
kind
ever
held in U. S Forty-nine children, Including 18
ing year and added two victories
nationalities,
took
oath, their parents standirg by. (international Soundphoto)
•;-,. Chicago Cubs in the

Regardless of age or condition
IN TRADE FOR A FINE NEW

WATCH
BAND

The complete process of making sports and work
clothing will be shown to the visitors Friday, from the
cloth to the finished product.

•

RwATIZA'TION OF ITS KIND

DIAMOND LADY,— Gleee,ng ,hinellemet
give 114is Had diem...4 lx.li.once Confee
oapotnien. WIN give lutury look to any
ledy's welch. Yellow et $11 1%.95
while gold filled.
TILII

CHISTIIIFIELD — Hondtoio. ow. lull an.
ponkion Each Iii o golds.- I
pen&
genk.no oll.gotor loath., Cheoce of
weer. On rust olhoolon $10.05
Ye/letw gold Idled only
TAX INC.
CriOOSE FROM 100 MODEL
PRICED FROM S4 90 OP

COME IN TODAY -SAVE MONEY
ssaft
tlP
of Twentieth Century-Fox's excising
'new baseball comedy-drama, "The Kid from Left Field," opening
Thursday at the Varsity Theatre. The timely drama,
which is released as nation wide interest in baseball
soars, is an unusual fantasy about a nine-year old kid
whose uncanny knowledge of the sport sparks a bottomof-the-league team to first place. Billy Chapin has the
title role.

WM
"
Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phone 193-J

urge

NOW!
USED CARS

Five Years Ago Today

HEART OF THE HEART FUND

I

BOBO, THIS HURTS ME MORE THAN IT HURTS YOU

LSED RIGHT!

PRICED RIGHT

1953 DeSoto Club Coupe, radio and heater, whitewall tires, 2-tone
green.
1953 Plymouth, 4-door, green, Ky. license.
1952 4-dr Plymouth, 1 owner, radio and heater, seat covers
1952 Club Coupe Plymouth, 1 owner,'
,
litho and heater, Ky. license
1961 Nash, Statesman, 4-dr, 2-tone green, overdrive
1951 Nash

Statesman,

4-dr., solid green, overdrive

1950 Olds 88 4-dr, radio and heater, ky, license, blue
1960 4-dr. For.-34 whittewal) tires, radio and heater, black
1949 Dodge, 4-dr, heater, black, I owner, Ky. license.
1949 DeSoto, Club coupe, radio and heater, Ky. -license.
1949 Pontiac, 2-dr. radio and heater, black, Ky. license
1948 Pontiac, Ky. license, 4-dr, radio and heater, black
1948 Pontiac, Ky. license, 2-dr, radio and heater, green •
1948 Ford, 2-dr, radio and heater, whitewall, maroon, Ky. license.
1948 Chevrolet Truck, flat bed with cattle rack, I/2 ton
1947 Dodge Truck.stake 1 l 2
1942 Dodge, 4-dr, 2-tone green

L& R
MOTORS
1413 West Main
Telephone 485
MKT HEARTS FORM ONE as ttn: Luc-ay
chorus group appear-mg at Herman Pircnner's Alpine Vulage in Clei,etand, rehears* for their part in the annual Heart Fund tedevuonn show,
which goes on the night before ValenUne a day over three Cleveland TV Mations. The show is sponsored arm...kindly by the Press
flub of Cleveland to spur fund raising by the Cleveland Area
sor iety.
Orifersatioisati

Come in today! See the Grand
1954 Plimouths and Desotos
AtA01 IROUSSARD, I, grimaces In pain In Houston rex. hut Bobo Ins pet. Oman t seefn to mind
at all. and it's Bobo that's getting the needle fhat's the hand of R D Wende, veterinarian, doing
the job It's all part or the city's campaign against rabies, which reached the epidemic stage.
thot neat 750 Ant. oof Awl 'hi.
Ill'ontle mon dist
, vont, WI
••••e-•••••!•,,,,T.f th3ne.1,,p,s,:o1
ea104.
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LOOK HERE!

VIE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

VOTED TV's TOP STARS OF YEAR

International
Polio Meet
Is Planned

WATCH BAND

TRADE-IN
SALE
W.will allow you up to
FOR YOUR

OLD WATCH
.•••• STRAP, CORD
OR BAND

00

Regardless of age or condition
IN TRADE FOR A FINS N1W

WATC H
BAND

40

Jack Webb
Beat Mystery

Eve Arden clutches "Emmy" after
receiving It as beet feminine TV star.

DIAMOND LADY,— Gfirraritiwg rhihas100119
giya iho bond diamond olSon,. C•atet
aapon..en
WOI g.r• luaury itrek to osy
lady's watch. Yellow or $10.93
white gold filled.
TAX IM

vi

Danny Thomas
Best New Show

CNISTIMIELD

Handsaw* herr fall se•
panel
g•huin• oll.gso. loosh•c Cho.c• of
b,own or roil alligator.
Yellow gold 1,11011 only.
Tell INC.
pan•.en. each Ink a gold•r• fr

Lucille Ball sad Deal Arne:
Best Situation Comedy

AMONG WINNERS of golden "Emmy" awards, TV's "Oscars," for
1933 work are the stars shown here. Deellu productions copped
three awards, among them, "I Love Lucy" as Beat Situation
Comedy. Danny Thotnas' Best New Show award was for "Make
Room for Daddy,"
fieternationsi)

*10.95

CHOOSE FROM 100 MODELS
PRICED FROM S4 9a OP
OME iN TODAY'SAVE MONEY

The Third International Poliomyelitis Conference will be held
September 6-10. 1954 at the University of Rome. Orthopedic Clinic. Rome, Italy, it was announced
today by Basil O'Connor, president of the International Poliomyelitis Congress. The Second
Lnternatiqnal Poliomyelitis Conference, sponsored by the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
and the Danish National Association for Infantile Paralysis, was
held in Copenhagen, Denmark in
September 1951, with representatives of some 38 nations attending.
The Rome meetings are being
sponsored jointly by the University of Rome (Italy), the High
Commissionary of Hygiene and
Health (Italy), the National Counciil of Research (Italy), the National Foundation for Maternity
and Child Care (Italy), and the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis (USA).
Prof. Luigi Spolverinl, medical
director of the Institute for Poliomyelitis of Ariccia Italy, Mr. L.
Ragoczy, official of th,i Danish
National Association for Infantile
Paralysis, Copenhagen, Denmark,
and Mr. Basil O'Connor of the
U.S A. will serve as honorary
presidents of the Conference.
Prof. Carlo Marino Zuco, director of the Orthopedic Clinic of the
University of Rome, is general
chairman of the Conference. He
plans to include presentation of
25 papers by physicians and scientists during eight sessions covering
Acute Medical Care, Infection and
Immunity. Orthopedics, Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, social
Aspects and the Trends in Poliomyelitis. Each paper will be followed by a discussion session.

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped With OEMS
311 N. 4th St.
THE

Murray, Ky. Phooe 98

riti•NDLY FUNICRAL MOMS"
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black
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conditioning and ventilating equipment in

oon, Ky. license
t Oil

this modern clothing plant

Arrangements have been completed in the Orthopedic Clinic at
the University of Rome for simultaneous interpretation of all the
proceedings in French, Italian,
German, Spanish and English so
that the listener may have his
choice of five languages. This system is similar to that employed by
the United Nations
Mr. O'Connor, who is also president of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, said the
sessions will be open to all interelided
physicians and scientists.
The Italian Ministry of Foreien
Affairs, he continued, is extending
invitations to 60 nations to send
official' delegates to the conference.
Other invitations have beenq extended to scientists and organizations interested in research and
treatment of virus diseases.
Requests for hotel accomodations
and other Conference information
are available from the Secretariate of the Third International
Poliomyelitis Conference, 6 via
Lucullo. Rome. Italy. Cable address: inpolio, Rome.

IN DEARBORN, MICH., where the mayor ordered city officials to
take 30 minutes a day for idea meditation, somebod
y must've
got the idea that Judge John T. McWilliams' courtroo
m would
make good office space, because here's the judge, holding
court
on the sidewalk. When he got to his courtroom he found
every
stick of furniture had been moved out. He was told
the court
would make good office space. Fleenore Cardwell
, 35 (wearing
Jacket, next to officer), Is shown being arraigned
on a warrant
resulting from car theft charge in Bristol, Tenn. (international)

PLANES MOVED IN, UN CHARGES
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Reminders of things to do in
February in beautifying the home
grounds and flower garden were
outlined to homemakers last week
by Prof. N R Elliott. horticulturist at the University of Kentucky.
They Included:
Sow bluegrass seed on the lawn
if you didn't sow it in September:
-"move overgrown shrubs or those
7,1 longer wanted; push soft firmly
around the trunk.s of young shade
trees that were set last fall. rnd
plant sweet pea seed.
Mr. Elliot also recommended
that homemakers make detail, d
plans for the summer flower garden. In that way there can bw a
succession of bloom of flowers
the right height and color. Mr.
Mot warned that the supply of
•,any popular varieties of flower
,eeds is never great enough to
'nice care of the demand, and
ord.
should be placed early.

Short course' for purebred and
commercial breeders of beef cattle.
feeders and herdsmen will be held
at the University of Kentucky at
Lexington Feb. 25, 26. an d2'7 and
the Western Kentucky Experiment
Substation at Princeton March 1, 2
and 3
Speakers will include pr. C. S.
Hobbs. University of Tennessee;
Ken Littleton. Round Hill, Va.:
Dr. Doyle Chambers, Oklahoma
A. and M. College: Kentucky storkmen and members of the Animal
Husbandry faculty at the University of Kentucky. *ome of the topics to be discussed are: How beef cattle cycles
affect the cattle economy and hew
former!' plan to profit by them.
brucellosis and other cattle diseases and their control, artificial
breeding under beef cattle conditions, and new methods of .foot
trimming and spraying.

•

A hOy looks at ruins In Petahnco, Mexico. following the devastat
trig earthquake which spook the region. Large fissures
opened
In the earth. and four...towns and three villages suffered extensiv
e
damage in the remit:ft' coffee growing state of Chiapaa, which
borders on Guaternais.
(Interna(ional doundphoto)

CONGR ATULATIONS

CALLOWAY MANUFACTURING CO

A fine plant, employing fine people
...•
AIMS
Serviced by fine plumbing, heating and
SIM

Fir and Pine Framing and
Finish
Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
Riacifing,
Asphalt Roofing
Doors and Windows, Sheet
Rock and Hardware, Screen
Wire.
SYKES BIOS. LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 388 New Concord Rd.

sprinkler systems

Buchi Plumbing Company
Nashville, Tennessee
-

PYONGNIIIIP

'311th Parallel
.1; _dr

4

:SSEOUL

ARROWS POINT to Sajldong and Sakchu, cities which the United
Natrona command in Korea charges are being used by the Communists as two Illegal entry points for funneling warplanes and
other war supplies Into North Korea In violation of the.droce.
The planes have been delivered, the UN command charges: to
airfields at Pyongni, Taechon, Ulju, Sinuiju, Northeast Wonsan
and ?linen (shown on map). Three other cities along the Yalu—
Smulju, Manpo and Chongjtn—are legal. inspected points of entry.

Your Family-Car Wins in Stock Racing
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used cars
used right!
priced right!
cars we know were treated right, serviced
right, make your wisest used car buys!

During the week of February II, when the cars streak along
famed Heston' Beach speed course to open this year's
stock
car racist season, there will be Iwo winners—the first car
across
the finish line and your family automobile.
For the big interest is in the
slam-bang contest between ordi• events sanctioned by the Nationnary production-line cars like al Association for Stock Car
Auto Racing are engineers of
your own.
Of course, a few safety meas- Champion Spark Plug Company.
ures like temoving back seats This firm has been using the race
and hub caps, taping headlights track as an outdoor laboratory
and lashing door handles are for product testing since the
permitted but any mechanical very infancy of the combustion
tinkering to raise compression engine.
Champion's crew of ignition
and speed is strictly taboo.
This type of sport—"strictly experts have appeared at all imstock" racing — is booming. portant tracks and water courses
There's self-identificatjon for the since before World War I—offerspectator who roots for his ing advice and service as well as
"own" car or favorite make. And observing spark plug performthe automotive industry is vital- ance. The introduction of the
ly interested in finding out how average family car into the field
its products stand up in long of racing, however, has provided
gruelling grinds at red-hot a new reaeareh opportunity for
speeds through chewed -up these engineers in their unceascurves and rutted stretches—a ing program of spark plug testtest that only racing competi- ing and improvement.
And just how much punishtion can offer.
A small army of industry ob- ment "your'car can take on the
servers, representing car makers, track and keep going is pretty
oil and tire producers and com- amazing. Last year at Daytona,
ponent part manufacturers, will 'a spanking new sedan, hitting
down_
80, overshot a curve,
be on hand at Daytona to note well over
rolled
a 30-foot embankand report the strength and
weaknesses of their products ment—and landed plunk on its
four
wheels.
under racing punishment.
The new car looked a wreck:
And during the season a detailed score will be kept on top, sides and a few fenders
breakdown causes—wheel hubs, were bashed in. But the driver,
anchored in place with a safety
cooling systems, axles, brakes—
belt, shook his head, then slapped
defects or weaknesses requiring
the
"wreck" in gear and took
correction or re-design to make
the American ear the most de- after the pack. And he began
pendable and safest in the world. lapping most of the other entries

•Jtriviig more' active industry
people It major ."striCtly stock'

Here's .why we can offer you used cars with .2 known
record of cZreful use: The great majority of our new car
customers are repeat customers. We know they are
responsible-people who take good care of their cars. And,
since most of them depend on our service work, we
know their cars get regular, factory-approved service.
When these cars are traded in, they make the best
possible used cars, good for years more of economical,
dependable driving. If that's what you're looking for,
come
in and see our selection. We can show you cars
that
have been treated right, and we've priced them right!,

we-s-xuHF
Plymouth
(Ef:2.©(c:A@Dc3
headquarters for value

until a leaking radiator forced
him into the pits!

elf
,

•

Representatives of the various
food chains and indepencitnt
groes I -I/
era associations meeting with
Mr.
Joh nNon in F
iraMfor).. -Wed nesda y ,
commended t ....DeiSartment for its
efforts in this-program and
pledged thgir--full support. One
chain
par€ executive pointed out
that
the grocer is anxious for his
customers to receive the full
me..sure they are paying for, and
that
he desires such safeguards
as these
against the few unscrupulous
manufacturers and suppliers.

e-'•

r

QUAKE RUINS
IN MEXICO
COFFEE AREA

These field men will also check
scales at the various milling and
processing plants to assure that
the retailers receive the full measure indicated on the bag or carton.
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l
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;AGE TfrEEE

George L. Johnson, director of
the Division of Weights & Measures. declared that a recent survey
in the state indicates many instances of prepackaged items such
as coffee, flour, meal, ground beef.
potatoes, and produce not weighing the total amount indicated on
the food container. The Weights
and Measures division will send
field men to chesk weights of the
various prepackaged staples in the
grocery stores. When short weighted articles are discovered, and evidence of fraud is indicated, the
grocer will be instructed to remove such items from his retail
shelves and return them to the
manufacturer'.

HOME GROUNDS JOBS
TO DO IN FEBRUARY

CATTLE HERDSMEN TO
HAVE SHORT COURSES

nouth

Weight Checking To
Begin On All
Pre-Packaged Food
FRANKFORT — The
Kentucky.
Department of Agriculture's Division of Weights and Measures will
soon start a program of checking
weights on all types of prepackaged foods offered for sa'c in retail stores. Commissioner of Agriculture Ben S. Adams stated in
Frankfort today that the program
will start about March 1.

In addition, there will be scientific and technical exhIblts and
clinical demonstrations.

Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phone 193-J
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COURT'TOSSED OUT'ON SIDEWALK
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You'll find the car
you want, at the
price you want
to pay, at your
Plymouth Dealer's
Make him your
headquarters for
used car values!
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HEADHUNT
MILWAUKEE, Wis. 8B—A GOP
was underway here
headhunt
Repubtoday after officials of the
of $1
lican Party placed a bounty
recruited.
for each new member
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!Wives Club Has Dinner
Meeting On Monday

The regular dinner meeting of
• the Murray Manufacturing Wives
Club was held at the Guest House
Monday evening at six o'clock.
Centring the dining table which
was overlaid withi a pretty lase
cloth was a beautiful arrangement
of winter flowers in a wrought
eicon bowl flanked by white tapers
in candelabra.
Mrs. D. L. Divelbiss, president,
The members of the Young
Women's Class of the First Bap- presided at the business session
tist Church entertained their hus- after which the group enjoyed
bands with a "Sweetheart" dinner playing canasta and bridge.
at the Murray Woman's Club Hostesses for the evening were
House Thursday evening at =- Mrs. Gail Cordrey. Mrs. Albert
Crider and Mrs. Jerry Dent.
thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Mr. John Parker was the master
of ceremonies and Mr. Alvis E.
Jones gave the key verse and
blessing.
The guest speaker for the evening was the Rev. George Ed Clark
who gave a most inspiring and
interesting folk on the theme,
"Better Living Together".
Mrs. Phillip Mitchell, president
of the Claes, gave the welcome
and presented awards for comBy JACK GAVER
pleting special readings to Mrs.
J. M. Converse, Mrs. Howell Thur- United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK UP'.—Mary
man and Mrs. A. G. Outland.
Mr. Harry Hampsher was in the brunette that blond ge ntlehome
charge of the music for the even- men prefer, is back on her
ing and he led the group in sing- grounds - television and glad of
it.
ing a number of songs. The Men's
She's had her fill of one of those
Quartet of the church eking a specfabulous seven year movie conial number and Mrs. Glindel Reavtracts,
es played two numbers on the
The young woman who was a
marimba.
top dramatic actress of televiaon.
The tables were -1Aautifully deccreated by the medium a couple
orated in the Valentine motif with of years ago - is taking things
each card being overlaid. with rather easy for the present with
either a red or white cioth and a recurring role in an afternoon
centered with a carnation and a TV -soap opera", and some peofoam heart. The speakeis table ple seem 'to regard this as an indiheld a lovely arrangeme o of red cation that her career has run out
and- white carnations and above of steam.
the mantle was placed a large red
-Actually, this is the exactly the
foam heart.
sort of thing I need at the present,"
Fitty-two persons enjoyed the the pretty actress explained. "My
dinner and program before going mother was ill for a long tune.
to the church to hear the guest I was ill for six months and the
missionary speak at seven-thirty movie deal threw me completely
o'clock. Hostesses were Mts. . W. off my stride.
L Polly. Mrs. John Parker, liess. "Now I'm doing just what I want
D. Murphy and Mrs. -James to-do at this stage. I have enougn
work to keep me from going stale,
Brown.
•••..r
• • • •
and it -la to spewed- that t - have
44441i•,„
lent of16

For a Bet= Buy
In DIAMONDS
13dter Buy a

?It

PERSONALS

Valentine Party Held
By Fidelis Class At
The Student Center

Corn of Neautic. IlltThe Fidelis Class of the First I -Miss Jean
weekend guest of her
Baptist Church held a Valentine Inine was the
Mrs. H. C. Corn.
and
Mr.
parents.
CanStudent
Baptist
the
party at
school after
teaching
is
Corn
Miss
six-thuty
tu- Monday evening at
•
having graduated from Murray
o'clock.
of this
Miss Annie Ray gave Use devo- State College in January
tion and prayer. Names had been year.
• • • •
drawn and each member bad
Mrs. Bertha Jones spent the
written on a Valentine a special
her daughter, Mrs
note of appreciation enumerating weekend with
of
Cape Girardeau,
Cullom
R.
R.
admirable traits of the person
Missouri.
whom she had drawn: These were
•
•
• •
drawn from a large decorateebox
Norman
Klapp
Mrs.
and
Mr.
in the center of the room and
in"Paducen.
were read by the social chairman. spent Sunday

0

this
kind

I

Valentine guts were presented the
Mrs. Lae Kondratko and Mr
class members by ltiss Nellie Mae
Wyman, teacher. and Mrs. Ira Fox.
bountiful dinner was sersed. Mire
President
Decorations in the Valentine S. L. Horn was chairman.
were
Thirty-seven in
motif .were used throughout the
tiro table where the present.
:Joe: erel

Tb

BUSY BEE RESTAURANT

(lit h
cloth

NOW UNDER THE NEW MANAGEMENT OF
MR. AND MRS. CHAS. MILES AND MRS. JOYCE
BYRD. Located across street from Main St. Motors
Plate Lunches. Fountain Service, Sandiches
COME IN TODAY!
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"To him, I'm only a button on his desk!"
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George Cierpial have returned to
their respective homes es Detroit.
Mich.. after a two weeks visit
with Mrs. Kondratko's Little sun.
Miekey. her mother. Mrs. H. M.
Williams, and her sister and family, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider and
httle daughter. Cathy.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Crider, Mrs.
Martha Crider and daughter. Nancy. of Memphis. Tennessee, were
the guests of their brother and
son, Albert Crider and family ot
Murray.
• • • •

Mrs. Bobby Carson Is
Honoree At Shower At
Tutt Home Saturday
Mrs. Talmadge Tutt and Mrs.
Odell Vance entertained on Saturday afternoon at the Tutt home on
the Benton Highway with a linen
shower honoring Mrs. Bobby Carson.
The honoree, who is the former
Miss Kim Yokato of Japan. and
Mr. Carson were married in Japan
on October 22, 1953. and they have
Just recently arrived in the United
States. Mr. Carson is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Carson of Murray.
For the occasion- the honoree
wore a lovely dress of red faille
and was presented a corsage of
red and white carnations. She
was the recipient of many lovely
and useful gifts.
A delicious party plate of heart
shaped cookies and red punch
carrying out the Valentine motif
was serve& by the hostesses.
Thome present were blazes Ann
Marshall. Mazy Ann Bonncr. Betty
Bizzeie Colleen Moore eed Betty
MeKeel: Illesciadaes Sue Milker;
son, Rebecca Weeks. Inez Goodman, Hazel Beale, Ophei Spiceland. Mable Tolley, Ruth Strider,
Clotile Butterworth, Loyola Barnett. Z.eline Brown, Mary Brandon.
Edith Carson. Charlene Scarbury.
Larue Spann and Mae Wilson;
Little Miss Jennie Lynn Wilkerson. the honoree and the hostesses.
Unable to attend but sending
glits were Mesdarnee Betty Meadows. Hazel Junes, Auctre Moody,
Louise Lovett. Miss Ilene Tinsley.
Miss Lila Myers and Miss Nell
Futrell:
• • • •
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Sweetheart Dinner Is
Held At Woman's Club
House On Thursday.--

Keesaisg
from
FURCHES
113 South Fifth, Phallus 1934

B & H Cabinet Shop

Star Back
On TV And
Clad Of It

Main St.

South 13th &

See or call
Marshall Brandon
Harold Hopkins
PIP*

answer to Jane Russell.
SHE'S OISEllE ROBERT, termed France's
”In Jamaica," la
Guielle, shown In Paris in a scene from musical
whole
nearly six feet tall, weighs 140, and, said one critic, "The
stage."
audience trembled every time this huge vamp came on
stage queerui
The gimmick is that the French ordinarily Uks their
"When
soft and feminine, but Giselle became a succeas overnight
down on the
I finlah the dance," she said. "I have to keep lying
they all start
stage If I get up, everyone sees my figure and
(IsteriscreSorsal)
ee•erine end veiling for more."

Thursday, February ii
The Home Department of the
values
Murray Woman's Club will meet
land
farm
Kentucky
at the club 11(..u.ae at tv.o-tturty dropped an average of se percent
o'clock.
an acre last year.
• • • •
The Business anti Professioruil
Women's Club will have its regular dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at sixathrrty o'clock.
• • • •

P.IP•

—

l'JP•

Cwiltanteed and Registered
Simms tor Over 100 Veers

Grant county homemakers are
cooperating with other organizations in the county to obtain a
county library.

Social Calendar

—

PARKER'S JEWELRY

literrses Oldest
Race UM
BU Altert Parker, Mgr
•Parker's Jewelry Pleases:

$ $
THERE'S
$$$
Money
ng
Borrowi
More To
Than The Dollars Involved ! !

The Intermediate GAs ad RA,
of the Memorial Baptist Church

Such As Promptness, Friendliness

Sag- 404

14
'

home
Osrland tap&
live-thirty o'clock. Mis. Mery Allballet,
studies
She
wind
its second
britten will be the teacher.
voice, piano, acting and jazz dancfuture,
the
to
ing, all with an eye
which, she hopes, includes the
Friday. February U
stage She wants to be able te, do
The New Concord Homemakers
anything
Club will meet with Mrs Robert
There was a tune, back when Earns at one o'clock.
As a part et the 1954 Heart Worthington Minor was the direcProgram, the graduate nurses of tgg of CRS-TV's famed "Stecir
program. that
drarratic
Murray and Callnway County, assisted by the nursing studeete of Mary seemed almost tie be "Studio
Murray State College, will take One." She played dramatic leads
all blood pressure requests free in expertly in show after show. arid
few
the lobbies of all Calloway County Was regarded as one of TV's
dealers__Because
Banks from 9-00 A M. to 2:30 P.M genuine contributions to acting.
More people prefer to buy used cars from new car
At the height of that career.
Saturday, February 27th. The Dank,
they're convinced they get a better deal that way.
are the Peoples Bank. The dare. Par; mount Pictures signed her to
of Murray. and the Dees Bank of • long-termer which permitted her
it his
Your new car .dealer has the best used cars because he makes
to hold onto a three-year contract
Hazel.
The purpose of this program is she had signed with CBS, the first
condition.
class
first
business to be sure the. used cars he sells are in
to call attention to heart disc& such pl.ver '-.".tract m television.
and one of its greatest components,
HIS REPUTATION DEPENDS ON GOOD
‘
,
The Alice Waters Clrelste of the high' blood pressure. The nurs
WS of the First Methodist are instructed to inform the pewee
low, high
Cherch held its regular meeting whether the test is
is much
in. the home of MI3 Robert I.. about normal. If there
from normal the 'patient
Smith on Sharpe Street Monday deviation
should cinsult his private physicievening, at seven-thirty o'elock.
an so that the test can be corrals'president.
Farmer,
Mrs. Aubrey
Cresenuision riiseves promftly because
called the Meeting to orrisr which
to
St goes into the bronchia system'
was opened with devotweal servexpel germ ladle
ui a screening proem and an ex- help loosen andnature to WOOD 1111111
ice and prayer by Miss Alice Wat- perimental method of locating ur.- i phlegm and aid
bast raw. tender. ialisalied breiedllak
ers who used as her sc,rieture $t. known cases of hypertension.
Guaranteed 10 pima Ts!!
.4.3,10,
1954 Dodge
John 17.11.18 with emphasis on
progsen
atums. ma
ed Crecuisiliellt
ctindmiwoos
The blood pressure test
efu
money refunded
of
1953 Doc,the eighteenth verse.
wiU be under the directioa
Royal V-8
4000'
geggie,
member of the 1 sai
Imes.
Whit
Mrs.
Club es
The program was given by Miss
' sucetf.
2
0
196
ou
Red Ram
Calloway County Heart AssocitKens Martin and her subject was
Vk'S Red Riini
tion's Board of Directors
avalft. let
The Methodist Church Heldine
ay"' t te
1.10
"„_ Ye License
with all extra
Rural Negroes-. The program dos
uerk
oPe
ed with prayer by Mrs. Richard
"1"). heate
equipment
e1015
r
c verdri
'
'Tuck.
W
IO
age
Dc'
,
. mile
The business sessinn foUowed
t
including
a°1icl red
the program and an offering was
cot°
power
made to be applied to the building
fund for the new church. A nomiSteering
Ford
nating committee was appointed to
select officers that will re voted
With 611 ext
tC9
on at the March meeting. Commitextra
quiPment
L
tee members are Mrs. A
i
and
Rhodes. Mrs. W. E. Johnson
I LEMINti iliiiiatti LUNGWAN
, ROW: 11)AN
Mrs. Lula Farmer.
A GOOD SELECTION
Delicious refrCshm ents were
by
assisted
hostess
the
by
served
of Dodge "Job-Rated
the cohoetess, Mrs. Genoa Hamand other Trucks
members
lett. to the nineteen
present.
•
- BARN PRIC141
TM March meeting is scheduled
more dizzily
to be held at Mrs. Carrie McKeel's
Sos Us Now
wonderfulheille on the Coldwater Road.
earned. her careecnro

You Receive All 3
At
FRIENDLY FINANCE
Phone 1180
Main
506 W. Ma

Pressure Tests
To Be Given

NOW! Used Right - Priced Right

Mrs. Robert L. Smith
Opens Home For Alice
Waters Circle Meeting

A Three Days'
Cough Is Your
Danger Signal

Varsity

USED CARS

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

cogi
beautiful ca'rr
'951

cpe

-- THURSDAY and FRIDAY
THAT "PRIM OF ST. LOUIS" GUY IS BACK!

!
11

mOrs daffily
laughable

Liage•
EIGHT H
pea ring
hearse f.
Which Re
land TV
aub of
Hi kart se

Everywhere you go you hear women praising out
famous, nationally advertised Sanitone Dry Cleanins:,That's because they like the way we restore colors and fabrics to their original beanszlind crispness!
Clothes not only leek new. leUr t feill.new—yet our
Sanitone Sere ice costs no more than ordinary dry
cicaning. Try as today!

All dresses silk sized for extra body

11 0

N E

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS.
South Side Court Square
Phone .234

Stitch & Chatter Club
Meets In The Home Of
Mrs. Hugh Wilson
The home of Mrs Hugh
was the scene of the meeting of
the Stitch and Chatter Club held
Thursday afternoon at two-thirty
o'clock.
During the ofternoon the members enjoyed playing canasta and
sewing. eit party plate in the Valentine motif was served by Mrs.
Throe present were Mr • Charles
Bonderant Mrs. Tomme Lavender. Mrs. Neel Melugin, Mrs. thyco Wells!. Mrs. Bob IdeCuiston,
Bryan
Mrs. Graves Hendon. Mrs.
Tolley. !Mrs. August Wilsen, Mrs.
liestese.
Charlie Hale seed

than eyed
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For Betta Buy
in DIAMONDS
iktter Buy a

E COCKER SPANIEL, 6
a old, AKC registered. Ivan
am, near Morgans Grocery,
rd Highway, phone 971-M.
(HOW

treat
FURCHEIS

0013 PIANO. SEE OR CALL
Claude
Anderson
Hazel,
lucky, telephone 7'41-X. (flew

113 South Mb,rtrilo 11/34

B& H Cabinet Shop
See or call
Marshall Brandon
Harold Hopkins
—
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ROSSWORD PUZZLE """"" Yes"— Y'rum
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11—Part of face
IS—Swine fat

ArJ. carved
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4-Peom
5-Postecrlut
(abbr
41-Stop
8-Obstruct
White
-Filipino
4-11anallan
wreaths
7-130x
-Hindu
cymbals (pl.)
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und Registered

lamina ter Over 100 1ems
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tganitaliltain a
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virtues
percent

Russell Albert Parker. klgr
•Parker's Jewelry
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I-Displaced
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4-Residue
5-Appropriate.
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8-Totat
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character
Pi-Cyprinold fish
11-Earth goddess
17-Peti'4 et "to be"
15--Inillan
muiberry
21-Weakens
23-Spatilsh pot
25-Flood
26-11unting dog
77-Top
211-Soak
211-Weight of
•
India (el)

sa-fwaee

3,

wl•i' ".,

k•
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46-Equate
61-Artinciat
language
53-Compass point
56-Man's
nickliame
61-Obscure
SO-Vessel's curvet
Wanking
Ill -Exclamation
67-French article
54-Printer's
measure
t6 Sun god

Wil- Bureau Rates.—The Y/Ilaor Insur(tic) anee & Real Estate Agency, 303
last Main, phone 842. August t'.
i PUBLIC SALE, FEBRUARY
20,
tfl7c1
at 9:30 am, rain or shine, at home Wilson and R. L. Wade.
of Will Wrather,
mile north of THERE IS NOW
A
SINGER
Kirksey. Household and kitchen Sewing Machine
representitive for
furniture, a few farming tools. new and used
machines and reone lot of corn and a few bales of pair service.
See Leon Hell, 1411
If189) Poplar, phone 1074-R.
(tic)

NOTICE

I WANT TO RENT 1

DR. CURD'S FOOT CLINIC IN TWO
OR
THREE
BEDROOM
Murray at 102 Spruce St., phone flame, furnished. Call
1567-J after
1675, each Wednesday, 8 a.m. to 6:00 p.m
(117p)
5.30 p.m.
(13p)

that way.

DS ON GOOD

with all extra
equipment

TOR COMPANY
Phone 1000

TO THE

HATCHER'S TIN SHOP. HEATing and all kinds sheet metal
work. 306 S. 15th, Murray, Ky,
phone 1756.
(fl7p)

CALLOWAY
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

DO YOU HAVE HOME RESPONsibility, but need to earn money?
Work direct from your home,
hours 6 to 9:30 p.m. Start new
year earning $19 to $38 a day.
No experience required but neat
appearance. Car necessary. See or
phone Louise Horton, National
Hotel, Thursday, February 18, between 1 and 4 p.m.
(1p)

EIGHT FT. SERVEL REFR1GLRAtors for rent at $5.00 per month
period. We will furnish tanks if
you do not already use bas. Airlene Gas Company, 504 Main. (12De

We

are pleased that you have selected Murray as the
Site of

3 ROOM
APARTMENT WITH
modern conveniences, electric heat
available- 110W-4 14 Miles west of
town on'Eihh* Grove Rcad, Cat
184-J or &WM.

•744.1.

$659 WILL BUY $1.000.00 01i•
Standard Fire and Extended coverage Insurance for three years on
Frame
approved
Dwellings
in
Murray, Kentucky, backed by an
Old reliable Company crgarilzed
here in Kentucky 80 years ago.
This Company deviates 15,
:i umber

your new plant

•

RYAN MILK COMPANY
•

before
she filed suit for separation and 2500 •
week temporary alimony..
"There was not • day he did not accuse
me of being unfaithful." she testified in New 'fork. They wed
in 1948 (International)

STNOICSIS
and looked the word up In the to see the card
Stephen Carr, is about to leave
he held. "How can
atte• Norf,tik in the mid -west. for thick red dictionary on the desk. I help?"
duty In the Pacific
lie has •r• There were three definitions, one
-I
was
hoping
you'd give Agnes
ed with his old friend. Dr. Craig
y, a skilled physician, to come to to do With the eye, one with arth- a job---or kelp me and one for her.
olk from a distant city, for the ritis—oh, this must be it!
You see the court requires that the
se of tiding over the Can toed.
But before sne could turn, as family have • fixed income. Awl
practice
Palboy arrives and Is
ly greeted by Can and his era- requestoCI, to culture medium, Miss with Jim drinking as he
doe*, and
wife Skied], at dinner In their
Shelly Is struck by the dark Browne went through the nail, Agnes working only by the
e Tentoy • dynamic force his calling a gay "Good night. Mrs day
. " •
and sense of humor and estre• Carr! Thanks a
"What sort of work does Ma
lot" The front
by hi• serersily bad opinion of
medical profession GP • sr hole door opened and closed, and Craig do?"
oily
the wonders whether her Talboy toak., the book out of Shel"Cleaning, Ironlog—what all
nd's patients will find thin blunt nonconformist acceptable ea ly s nando "Don't you believe • Negro women of forty do is Norfolk." He sounded angry. "I know.
doctor Cart leaves for his missine word it says."
• Orient and Dr Talbny promptly
"At least," she laughed, "1 carne 1 kr,_ or," he answered her look of
10P, Care• one •tteented once
Miss Cobh He explains the mot- into the office with an open, not protest_ "But,the thing la, she'll
oreiv by st•tina that he did not to
need a full-time job, with • permasay blank, mind."
to be haa-riddes by the comae

are in first class condition.

beautiful car
1951 Ford

CONGRATULATIONS_.

TALLEST MAINE BUILDING

East Chestnut Street

•

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

because he makes it his

"Idia
' heater
ov
low erdriv
mil. e
"lid red eage
Color

OUR SINCERE

ONE REGISTERED BLACK AND
tan female coon hound, one
male
pup 9 months old, one red bone
female 5 yrs. old. Z. B.
Crouse.
75-i miles north west Murray.
(fl9p)

Female Help Wanted

bnitv=bapi=

License

FOR SALE or TRADE

WATERVILLE. Me, fl?(—The tallFREE SAW DUST FOR TIRING
est building in the State of Maine
tobacco Ross Lumber Company,
is Miller Library at Colby Col1037 Mineral Well Avenue, Paris,
lege, whose tower rises 191' feet
WANT= - YOUNG LADY FOR above
Tennessee
the ground.
MSc/

41.CIT

• new car dealers—Because

Jas3 bode
.
club -.up,
v.'sY. Red Ram

stenographic and clerical work.
Apply at Murray Hosiery Mills.
(f18c)

Nogg Affit physical culturist Bernarr MacFadden.
86, and ais
ad-year-ow teurtn wife Jonnie Lee In happier days,
o-

Priced Right

an

Walter-

_O.

il---Shakeseearlan

Pleases!
• i

i
ft

4LL T

DOWN

Riley Furn. Co. or
liams.

DS

I, JAMES E HAMILTON ,AM
not responsible fur nu other debts,
only concerning my own.
(fl9p)

EL

R

1-High mountain
2-Passea (soma
view

6

D

D
Lig Pfil

63-Another
licverage
63-1'ress
67-Pronoun
$5-Finishes
111-Indeflnit•
number

-One blither
4-Entreaty
6-Guido's low
note
77-Octoroon
'sated
1-Pareiat
(collat.)

Saner, Oldest
Ones LH

r DAVE $

42-Protecting
tooth
44-Tricky
45-Anger
47-Snare
41-Winglike
in-Foriner
Russian ruler
62-Hold on
propert y
64-Thoroughfare
(abbr.)
6 -Tibetan gazelle
57-Want
Ldt-Ezisi•

1-Egyptian
skink
5-04i the ocean
5-Outfit

Ile•"

• TRUCKS •
Completely Recoadhloned
Mechanically Perfect
These Trucks Must Go This Week
1949 Chevrolet 2/4 tO.i
1950 GMC 34 ton
1948 Ford I ton
1950 Ford 2 ton
1946 Ford 101 ton
Yes. evelyone of these Intuit..
by Saturday! Come in today!
See them—Drive them
And You'll Buy Them
Murray Motors Inc.
605 W. Main
Murray,
iflOel
Kentucky

UTIFUL STACK
COCKER
pies. A K.C.. eight weeks old.
a fine pet for your boy or
$15.00 each. Come first, take
pick. 704 Olive
i718p) 1 MARK 15
MERCURY OUTboard engine, 58 hours 0.4. guarSALE BY OWNER—A TWO anteed perfect--new
$335.00.—now
room house. Close in. 209 N. $269.95. 1 Seabee
12 horse excelSt
(flop) lent, 1950 model, $125.80. Phone

South 13th & Main St.

Read Today's Classifieds

/NE WANT

FOR SALE

&mu:6

PJP•

TIMES, HURRAY. KENTUCKY
PAGE FIVE

MILWAUKEE, Wis. 811—A GOP
here
underway
was
headhunt
Repubtoday after officials of the
lican Party placed a bounty of $1
recruited.
for each new member

-You did fine, too," he praised nent sort as borne, and with Jim
out of the picture."
her. "Are you terribly tired 7"
-Why does she want to adopt
"Not as tired as you are, prob- two children?"
ably. Did you say something about
"Because, I think, she's black."
going over the cards?"
Shelly leaned back in her chair.
"I did, but—"
"That doesn't make sense."
She glanced at him, and reached
"Oh, yes, it does. Wait . . ." Ho
tor the stack of records he had answered the
telephone, said he'd
brought with him. "I can do It be "right there."
and hung up.
myseit," he suggested.
"These kids are a c•upl•
"Why should you? I can type abandoned
waifs. Kin ef Agnes,. 1
—after a tashion...; No speed or She wants to take
'ern in, mother
style, but it comes out tradable." em. She'll
be good to 'em, Shee
It was six when they were en- a tine characte
r."
isheo with the cards "You'll oe
Or, Talboy went to fetch fly met
late for dinner," Craig suggested and bag.
"We eat dinner at seven, and
Shelly was getting Into her own
what difference does it make any• wraps. "Tell
Agnes to corn* see
told her.
way? It's Supposed to be my own me, "I can give
her a job."
She rustier)• look of hair back house."
He let her go through the door,
ar-e. "It's—exciting"
ilO
He glanced at her, "Isn't It?"
then snapped off the lights. "Want
a
traightened and seemed to
She smiled • little wearily to take Donald home
with you for
the clay. "One or two things
the night?"
citing," he decided,
"I've come to know most of
Donald seemed willing "Agnes,"
each one.. "
Stcmcos family," he said dryl y. said Craig, closing the
door ,ief
4111lieh one was important Only "Did you Know
y s car, -Agnes says she ain't
them before
,yleu
• Or two were what you said. married the man?"
a fancy cook."
Ill, Ill help Browne get some
"No—but I don't think that
"I don't seed a fancy exmk."
mistiv,ty media made up, and would have changed
"Thanks, Shelly. You were a Mg
my feeling for
en
come back and go over Stephen. And, really, they
help."
are fine
C earls with you. Unless you people!'
"May I come again tomorrow?"
S t wait ..."Sure are. What d'you suppose
He had started for his own car,
"I'm not In nearly as much of a I meant?"
and he spoke over his shoulder.
try as Maas Browne." Shelly told
She flushed, and he narrowed his "Do you want to?"
a- 'see has a date."
eyes at her. "All right, Mrs. Carr.
"Of course. I'll be glad to help
';'..raig made • show of rushing I know I'm insufferable.
And when until you can replace Miss Cobb
, but stopped at the door. ''D'you I'm about to ask a
"All right then. Atmore anyene
favor, too! I
vs itinch?"
will never learn any tact or
diplo- can do the work who can answer
course.
'01
We went out while macy."
the telephone."
J Were at the hospital."
Talboy . .
He gut into his car, backed it
le nodded approval. "I'll be
"All right! This matter has to and whirled It away
down the
ht Mu*, but you might let Don- do with one Agnes
Williams, col- street while Shelly still thought
out."
ored, forty, married, the mother of that one over. "Donald," she
asked
the del, throwing her rod coat two children, grown.
Girl married the little dog, "do we like that
aind her shoulders, standing in at seventeen, boy now
man
7"
in the Army.
little graveled rectangle while Agnes has applied to
Donald yawned,
the court to
dog busied himsett. Through allow her to adopt
"You're right" said Shelly. "It
two children.
half-open blinds of the lab win• Boy and girl,
ages ten and eight- doesn't make • bit of difference."
es she could see Craig Talboy's Her husband
She went borne, and briskly dimis no good, but I'm
It head and the nurse's cap as still Inclined to
add my Ofie to chargep Harry and Dorms. That
Y Inade—whatever media might her application—provided
night
she went to bed, and was
y o u'l I
help roe, Shelly."
sound asleep at nine.
Milani ready, she went back
She leased toward him, trying
(To Efe Colitinued)
"••.-a•#10to, ISIA, ha
rearritairaa tor gin( reatuorom 0vn4
e
CHAPTER TEN
ELLY took off her hat and
out to the d e a k. She was
t up into immediate activity
e had odd minutes through
orning. Miss Browne guided
lit the matter of reenrd
a, appointmento messages.
rs flew
five o'clock," said Craig
that evening, "we lock the
wig tdoor against any more bundle He walked to the door in
egaticrl, snapped the lock. He
erne hack to Shelly, bent Over
de,k and searched her face.
gOU d-n't have to knock yourself

I

,TY

I'LL JUMP INTO
THAT BARREL
AND HIDE FROM
THE GANG-

04.esiece-e/egiSIL-

11

[NOVELTY]
CO.

I
I

1 I

DISAPPEARING

LSI: ABNER
IN 10 MINUTES,YOUN6"10KUM
PLANS HIS 61-fas-rN1 10,boo
GAG AT THE WEDDING!!
GHASTLY,YES!!

By Al Capp
??-BUT
'IOU
PROMISED
TO PAY
HIM!!

A Tr41,11- PAY '
AAMPEPIEW?

-444.r.r

1;10,000NQ:7—

4

TRUE!!
--THE INSTANT HE
PULLS THE TRIGGER ON
THAT-5H L#DDER.?-"WAT ER
STOC- H ELL BE
BEYOND HELP".'-

WONDER WHICH ONE HE LL HIT?
-MN/ EX-BOY FRIEND- OR HIS
BRIDE,THE RICHEST GIRL
IN THE WORLD?-

/-

-

)1
4
111111
"
1 /
...

ARBIE an' SLAMS

ab.

By Raeburn Van Bares
LET ME FINISH, JASON DiGGES i
AN EMPLOYEE OF THE SAME
STORE IN WHICH ALL OF THESE
PEOPLE WORKED,IS KNOWN TO
BE VERY MUCH
--tt'm
IN LOVE WITH
MISS
FAMES...

UNDER THE MOST
MYST ER IOUS CIRCUMSTANCES TWO MEN
HAVE DIED. THE ONLY
THING THEY HAD IN
COMMON 0445114E1R
FRIENDSHIP WITH
MISS DEBORAH
FAMES... YOUR

WE HAVE PROOF
AND YOU
THAT HE WAS EXWANTS US
TREMELY JEALOUS OF T' HELP
BOTH VICTIMS. BUT
YOU GET
WE HAVE NO PROOF
THE GOODS
OF HIS GUILT,'
ON THE
LITTLE RAT,
HUH?

ii

BOARDER:

NO...YOU'LL HELP US MOST
.ce, ,
BY STAYING ALIVE.'
IO,

-STAYING
(GASP)
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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OFF TO LOOK INTO BRAZIL COFFEE
t,

7.771:47.7-"lr'•
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today told ow with his own mon-1 to exhibit the film on a nation- a cameraman, Bob Duncan. for
ey he will tour the world to make w:de lecture tour, or perhaps on 1 Japan. The pair will travel on to
a religious film "as a help to television.
.
Siam. India. Elmo' Turkey.
"The purpose of the movie is to' China,
world peace"
Greece,
Italy. Spain, Portugal and
draw similarities along the various
The actor was the only film religions." he explained. "I Can other countries.
celebrity to entbr the hrrny dur- show they have the aai a moral "We'll photograph temples and
ceremonies, arid how peaple reing World War 11 as a tonscien- arid ethical concept..
gard their religions in their, daily
Lolls objector. He explained shouldering a gun was against his re- "I think this is one a. nroach to lives," he said. "I may appear in
ligious beliefs.
world peace—to try to promote some scenes, interviewing the reli—__
Today. 14 years later, the seri.- a feeling of uncterstanding, par- gious leaders.
By ALINE MOSBY
this is sucaessful. I may do
United Press Staff csw'respond e tit ous thespian said he will make a ticularly for the oriental relig- a "If
follow-up minvie on all the forms
documentary film showarg th., ions."
1..
-1OLLyWOOD
:
firi—,-Lew Ayres 'World's main religions. He plans, lie plans to *aye Feb. 22 with of Christianity."

Religion Film
Planned By
Lew Ayres

f

ALASKA CRASH VICTIM HELPED TO AMBULANCE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1954
Ayres. said he's been "interested ,of the usual flimsier. He lives ain religion for many years, and lone and quietly' in a hoase atop
I've always wanted to do this a mountait in rural Laurel Canmovie." But the tour doesn't mean yon. A studio in his home is filled
he is giving up Hollywood, he with hi's paintings. He paints reguadded.
larly but seldom exhibits his work.
"I've been in pictures 25 years Most of his friends are not from
and I imagina occasionally from the movie colony.
time to time I will do some sort "The. last six • months I've been
of a role," he said with frankness painting every day." he said. "But
and modesty unusual for actors. there must be growth—I am not
"I made two picture's last year, ready to show them yet. Someday
but both in January."
I want to retire and just paint, bat
Ayres doesn't fit into tha pattern
have other things I must do
first."

HERE'S HOW •

a

HUGE BLACK MARKET IN
BABIES IS UNCOVERED
--MONTREAL 41,—Police today

MAKE A WORK BENCH
A

work

bench, sturdy

enough to stand bard usage,
and providing ampleivorking
apace, is a must for ail home
craftsmen. After the basic
bench is made, the craftsman
begins to add the "extras" to
accommodate h i s specialized
tools and equipment.
The completed bench (A) is
shown from the rear, so that
the diagcrial brace can be at-en.
The front has no brace to Impede the workman.
The basic structure is a
frame (B) of 2 x 6 lumber;
two pieces 58 inches long and
two pieces 24 inches long. The
2 x 4 legs, each 82 inches long,

arrested a Montreal attorney el-araed with masterminding a mult•million dollar international black
market in babies.
The suspect, Herman Buller, v.'ws
arrested as he was about to board
a plane for Holland.
Buller was charged in a warrant Thursday with illegal placement of babies and falsification
of birth certificates.
The arrest climaxed more than
a year of investigation by Naw
York and Canadian authorities into
a ring which allegedly had smuzeled more than 1.000 Canadian
babies across the border to Amer-Teen couples. for adoption.
'Police arrested Buller as he entered the International Terminal
at ?Dorval Airport, accompanied by
his wife, their two children, and
Mrs. Buller's parenta. He was.
stunned when police placed him
under arrest, but offered no resistance.
Police said they expected 1,,
make two more arrest's late today
Mitler said he brought evidene,
from New York indicating pulle.
was involved in the sale of Canadian babies to American_couplr
for as much as 53,000 each.
It was reported the black market
netted the operators an estimated
$3 million.
•
.

are fastened into the frame
with carriage bolts, one 6-inch
bolt and two 4-inch bolts to
each corner. Holes %-inch in
diameter are bored to accommodate the bolts.
A 2 x 4 crossrail bolted to
the legs at each end of the
bench adds stability and a
base for the two 2 x 6 pieces
that serve as a shelf for tools
or wood.
The top is made of 2-inch
plank, two pieces of 2 x 10,
and one of 2 x ti, each CO
inches long. The top is fastened to the frame members
with 3-inch wood screws, countersunk.
NatiOaal bird*. MassiailliallAwseisties

women wave goodby at New York's Idlewild airport as they board a plane for Brazil as 10-day, all
expenses guests of the Brazilian Coffee institute. Aim: to see
whether or mat they ve got an awful lot of coffee in Brazil. and
to try to find • link to the coffee situation there and the high
coffee prices in the Arnencan grocery. Frern left: Mrs. Zaio
Woodforo Schroeaer, Grosse Podia Mrah.; Mrs Gilbert F Loebra
Waterville, Me ; .Mrs. Theodore S. Chapman, Jerseys-111e, Ill.;
Mta, DIA E Swanbeck, Huron, 0- (laferwaflotia4 SOUWiphoto)
FOUR AMERICAN club

Have You Read Today's Classifieds

2/c Ell ft. Leduke. 20, Ausable Forks, N Y , is helped to an ambulance at Elmeralort
Air Force Base, Alaska. after being rescued from crash of a L-47 which exploded in mid-air and
went down 75 miles north of Anchorage. Alaska. He is one of six known survivors of the 16 men
aboard. Leduke said he pulled the parachute npcurd when the plane explodid, and was brown
into the air to land about a quarter of a mile from the wreck.. He and other survivors found
Arctic survived equipment ana food in the wreckage USAF photo. (Iefei-national Soandphoto)
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Your Contribution To The Heart Fund May Be Like Bread Cast On The Waters.
TODAY'S RESEARCH MAY SAVE YOUR WIFE

frar-. fall!

r#

LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH

DISEASES OF THE HEART AND ILOOD VESSELS

7n,00e

ti

tttttit
CANCER

224,000
ACCIDENTS
13
1

lirart d

Part of your Heart_Eund sontribution_is_used for the all

ivsr

ThrTHE UNMET -STATES

lock hosts repritioet 10,000 thisilis

fact.,

'Most heart

important research in reasons for heart disease.

New
memo
facts learned next week, next montk-or next year could

se

kr are fatal."

r---1 After a

heart attack, the
majority recover to lead productive lives.
— — —
— — — — —I

easily be applied in saving your own life. GIVE TODAY

When the Doctor Examines Your Heart

"You e
lf you h

work
earl

I "Murmurs, est pains and
I palpitations a sure :len, of
heart trot

1

15,000

Most can still earn their
li,
.ing...often without
changing jobs.

PNEUMONIA

47,000

—

U•o•d 1.atts
0.

"Nothi
done
list

2S,000

can be
heart

Not necessarily
only your doctor
can tell.
—
•, I /
I

irre
//:ith
II

disease
or have

_

MIMI. It

II131 Some forms I

Nat Itl11411.41e

of heart disease I
can be prevented. I
some can be cured.
Doctors can help almost all I
cases, especially if diagnosed I
early.

25,000
••••,•0,11 •

••13.• •-•.••

es••

Imo

111
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IMPORTANCE OF THE 1954 HEART FUND is clearly underscored
by the above chart, showing that di
of the heart and circulation
are responsible for nearly twice as many deaths as the next five
ee of death combined. The Heart FundAiponsored by the Atner+,.,,
f the
can Heart Association and its affiliates, combats disc
',tart and circulation through research, education and community
heart programs. Send your contribution to your local Heart Association, or to "HEART," care of Post Office.

Did you know that one-half of the
deaths in Calloway County in 1952
. were caused by heart disease?

__Your contribution will be used for research which could cut this terrible
toll.

GIVE TODAY!
Parker Pop Corn Company
Paschall & Paschall Truck Lines
Planter's Tractor & Equipment Company
Purdom's, Inc.
Robert's Grocery
Rudy's Restaurant
Ryan Milk Company
Stokes Tractor & Implement Company
Swann's Grocery
Sykes Brothers
J. T. Taylor Motor Company

J. T. Taylor Implement Company
Triangle Service Station
Hiram Tucker Realty Company
Hugo Wilson Motor Sales
Wilson Insurance Agency
Ledger & Times
Brandon Brothers
Buck's Body Shop
Conner Implement Company
Wilson & Son Auto Sales
L & R Motor Company

With proper
medical care, most
women with heart
disease can bear
children safely.

...fight fears with facts...

111 11) (lilt
HEART EXAMINATION by your
doctor is 10-curare arid painless.
Usual steps include history tat.
log (upper fell) in which peirti•
heft data are esaluated; measurement of blood pressure
(abtpre) by means of a familiar
rubber cuff and mercury column
in.trument; use of fluoroscope
(upper right) or X-ray film to
determine heart's contours and
to provide facts about it. sire,
shape and position; an electrocardiograph (lett) in which elec•
trades attached to the body pick
up electrical impulses to give •dditionai information about heart
disorders; •nd atethoscope
(right) to convey sounds Made
by closing of heart's .•I.e.. (Thi•
is the type of information your
doctor obtains. He may not take
all these .t•p.: he will be guided
by the needs of each indkidlial
case.) Your Heart Association
recommends periodic check•upe
a. the •implest way to protect
sour heart and to asoid needle..
anxiety. Help Your Heart Fund
—Help lour Heart.

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed Company
A. C. Koertner - Dist. Gulf Products
Hendon Service Station
H. B. Rhodes, Livestock
Martin Oil Company
Wells Electric Shop
Varsity Theatre
Capitol Theatre
Airlene Gas Company
Baucum Real Estate Agency

11(
lit

equipment has been

placed

in the

Murray Hospital for use by Murray
doctors on local heart cases?
Part of your contribution and those
of other people made this possible.

GIVE TODAY!
Boatwright & Company
Calloway County Soil Imp. Assn.
Chig's Gulf Station
Crass Furniture Company
Economy Grocery
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
Guerin Concrete Products
Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Wm. Jeffrey Dry Goods
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Lindsey Jewelers

Littleton's
Love's Childrens' Shop
Molly Martin Shop
Murray Coal & Ice Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Insurance Company
Murray Machine & Tool Shop
Murray Manufacturing Company
Murray Motors, inc.
Murray Wholesale Grocery Company
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Did you know that $5,000 worth of

Ise

4

Ili little I.

